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 Introduction

 Stably stratified turbulence (SST) without waves

 Stably stratified turbulence with internal gravity waves

 Stably stratified turbulence produced by internal 

gravity waves

Detection of internal gravity waves in laboratory 

experiments with turbulent convection

Convective turbulence



Sources for Stably Stratified Turbulence

 External Large-Scale Shear (mean wind  in 

atmospheric turbulence);

 Shear in large-scale circulation in convection

 Internal Gravity Waves

 Forcing in DNS, LES and laboratory 

experiments (oscillating grids; propellers, etc).
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Steady-state for 

homogeneous turbulence: 



TKE Balance for Stably Stratified Turbulence
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Budget Equations for Stably Stratified 

Turbulence

 Turbulent kinetic energy:

 Potential temperature fluctuations:

 Flux of potential temperature:
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Budget Equations for Stably 

Stratified Turbulence



Total Turbulent Energy
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The turbulent potential energy:

Production of Turbulent energy:



Budget Equations for Stably 

Stratified Turbulence
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No Critical Richardson Number
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Comparisons

E = EK+Ep



Large-Scale Internal Gravity Waves (IGW)

Basic Equations:

Solutions of the Linearized Equations for propagating IGW:

Frequency of IGW:

Propagation of IGW in WKB:



Sources for Internal Gravity Waves

Random convective motions underlying the 

stably stratified turbulence.

 Strong large-scale shear.

 Large-scale flows over complex terrain.

Wave-wave interactions.



Large-Scale Internal Gravity Waves (IGW)

 We consider the large-scale IGW with random phases whose 

periods and wave lengths are much larger than the turbulent 

time and length scales.

 We represent the total velocity as the sum of the mean-flow 

velocity, the turbulent velocity, and the wave-field velocity:

 We neglect the wave-wave interactions at large scales, but take 

into account the turbulence-wave interactions. 

 We assume that the energy spectrum of the ensemble of IGW 

is isotropic and has the power-law form: 

where

v=U+ u+VW ;



Large-Scale Internal Gravity Waves

with Random phases

where



Budget Equations  for SST with 

Large-Scale Internal Gravity Waves
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Turbulent Prandtl Number vs. Ri

(IG-Waves) 

Meteorological observations: slanting black triangles (Kondo et al., 1978), snowflakes 

(Bertin et al., 1997); laboratory experiments: black circles (Strang and Fernando, 2001), 

slanting crosses (Rehmann and Koseff, 2004), diamonds (Ohya, 2001); LES: triangles 

(Zilitinkevich et al., 2008); DNS: five-pointed stars (Stretch et al., 2001). Our model  with 

IG-waves at Q=10 and different values of parameter G:  G=0.01 (thick dashed), G= 0.1 

(thin dashed-dotted), G=0.15 (thin dashed),  G=0.2 (thick dashed-dotted ), at  Q=1 for 

G=1 (thin solid) and without IG-waves at  G=0 (thick solid).
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vs.         (IG-Waves)

Meteorological observations: slanting black triangles (Kondo et al., 1978), snowflakes 

(Bertin et al., 1997); laboratory experiments: black circles (Strang and Fernando, 2001), 

slanting crosses (Rehmann and Koseff, 2004), diamonds (Ohya, 2001); LES: triangles 

(Zilitinkevich et al., 2008); DNS: five-pointed stars (Stretch et al., 2001). Our model  with 

IG-waves at Q=10 and different values of parameter G:  G=0.01 (thick dashed), G= 0.1 

(thin dashed-dotted), G=0.15 (thin dashed),  G=0.2 (thick dashed-dotted ), at  Q=1 for 

G=1 (thin solid); and without IG-waves at  G=0 (thick solid).
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vs.  Ri (IG-Waves) 

Meteorological observations: squares [CME, Mahrt and Vickers (2005)], circles [SHEBA, 

Uttal et al. (2002)], overturned triangles [CASES-99, Poulos et al. (2002), Banta et al. 

(2002)], slanting black triangles (Kondo et al., 1978), snowflakes (Bertin et al., 1997); 

laboratory experiments: black circles (Strang and Fernando, 2001), slanting crosses 

(Rehmann and Koseff, 2004), diamonds (Ohya, 2001); LES: triangles (Zilitinkevich et al., 

2008); DNS: five-pointed stars (Stretch et al., 2001). Our model  with IG-waves at Q=10

and different values of parameter G:  G=0.001 (thin dashed), G=0.005 (thick dashed), 

G= 0.01 (thin dashed-dotted), G=0.05 (thick dashed-dotted), at  Q=1 for G=0.1 (thin 

solid); and without IG-waves at  G=0 (thick solid).
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vs. (IG-Waves) 

Meteorological observations: overturned triangles [CASES-99, Poulos et al. (2002), 

Banta et al. (2002)]; laboratory experiments: diamonds (Ohya, 2001); LES: triangles 

(Zilitinkevich et al., 2008). Our model  with IG-waves at Q=10 and different values of 

parameter G:  G=0.2 (thick dashed-dotted), at  Q=1 for G=1 (thin solid); and without IG-

waves at  G=0 (thick solid for                      ) and (thick  dashed for                     ).Ri1f = 0:2Ri1f = 0:4
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Large-Scale Internal Gravity Waves

(Two-way Coupling)

where



Budget Equations for IGW: S=0
where

Total wave energy:

where



Wave Richardson Number



Spatial Profiles



Laboratory Experiments in Convective turbulence



Standing Internal Gravity Waves (IGW)

Solution for standing internal gravity waves in WKB approximation:

The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition:

is the reflection (or ”turning”) point.

Analogy with quantum mechanics:

the behavior of the wave function 

near the turning points:

Boundary conditions:

The frequencies of the standing IGW:



Laboratory Experiments in Convective turbulence



Experimental set - up: 

oscillating  grids  turbulence 

generator and particle image 

velocimetry system



Raw image of the incense

smoke tracer particles in

oscillating grids turbulence

Particle Image Velocimetry System

Particle Image

Velocimetry Data

Processing



Unforced Convection: A = 1



Temperature Field in Forced and Unforced 

Turbulent Convection

Forced turbulent convection

(two oscillating grids)
Unforced convection



The atmospheric convective boundary layer 

(CBL) consists in three basic parts:

 Surface layer strongly unstably stratified and dominated by small-

scale turbulence of very complex nature including usual 3-D turbulence, 

generated by mean-flow surface shear and structural shears (the lower 

part of the surface layer), and unusual strongly anisotropic buoyancy-

driven turbulence (the upper part of the surface layer); 

 CBL core dominated by the structural energy-, momentum- and 

mass-transport, with only minor contribution from usual 3-D turbulence 

generated by local structural shears on the background of almost zero 

vertical gradient of potential temperature (or buoyancy); 

 Turbulent entrainment layer at the CBL upper boundary, 

characterised by essentially stable stratification with negative 

(downward) turbulent flux of potential temperature (or buoyancy).



Budget Equations for Shear-Free Convection



CBL-Core for Shear-Free Convection



Solution for Cloud Cells (CBL-core)



EFB-Theory for CBL-Core 

for Shear-Free Convection

implies the averaging  over  the volume  

of the  semi-organized structure.



EFB-Theory for CBL-Core 

for Shear-Free Convection

The thermal energy of  the semi-organized structures (cloud cells):

The kinetic energy of the semi-organized structures (cloud cells):

The mean  vertical  temperature  gradient:



EFB-Theory for CBL-Core 

for Shear-Free Convection
The vertical flux of entropy  transported by the semi-organized structures: 

The ratio of fluxes of entropy :



Production in Sheared Convection
The production of turbulence  is caused by  three sources:

a) the shear of the semi-organized structures:

b)  the background wind shear: 

c)  the buoyancy:



Sheared Convection (CBL-core)

The  solution  of 

linearized  equations: 

The  shear  velocity:



Budget Equations for Sheared Convection



EFB-Theory for CBL-Core 

for Sheared Convection
The kinetic energy of the semi-organized structures (cloud streets):

The thermal energy of  the semi-organized structures (cloud  streets):

The Deardorff  velocity  scale:

The vertical turbulent flux of entropy:
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Conclusions
 Budget equations for the kinetic and potential energies and for

the heat flux play a crucial role for analysis of stably stratified
turbulence.

 Explanation for no critical Richardson number in stably stratified
turbulence.

 Reasonable Ri-dependencies of the turbulent Prandtl number, the
anisotropy of stably stratified turbulence, the normalized heat flux
and TKE which follow from the developed theory.

 The scatter of observational, experimental, LES and DNS data in
stably stratified turbulence are explained by effects of large-scale
internal gravity waves on stably stratified turbulence.

 We have developed the energy and flux budget (EFB) turbulence
theory that takes into account a two-way coupling between
internal gravity waves (IGW) and the shear-free stably stratified
turbulence produced by IGW. Due to the nonlinear effects more intensive
IGW produce more strong turbulence. The low amplitude IGW produce
turbulence consisting up to 90 % of turbulent potential energy.



Conclusions
 Predictions of energy- and flux-budget turbulence (EFB) theory are in

a good agreement with the experimental results on stably stratified and

convective turbulence, and with observations in atmospheric turbulence.

 In experiments with turbulent convection, we have found that there

are many locations with stably stratified regions in the flow core of the

large-scale circulation.

 In experiments with turbulent convection, we detect large-scale

standing internal gravity waves excited in the regions with the stably

stratified flow, and the spectrum of these waves contains several

localized maxima.



THE END


